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The MTX-810 series of dual-mode porta-
ble radios have all the features of Motorola's
Privacy Plus trunked systems in addition to
conventional repeaterltalkaround capability
in one radio.

The Privacy Plus systems offer several
benefits. For privacy, each talkgroup has a
unique coded 10 so conversations are
heard only within the user's talkgroup.
Rapid channel access allows automatic
channel assignment to occur in a fraction of
a second during normal traffic periods. If all
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On baseball, football, soccer
fields and golf courses, Locke's cut-
ting edge. a unique scissor action, pro-
duces a clean and uniform cut unmatched
by the competition. While other mowers shatter
or sheer the grass, Locke reel mowers actually cut
each blade of grass cleanly and consistently. The
result is a uniform playing surface that maintains its
healthy, green appearance and helps improve the
quality of play.

Constructed from forged steel frames, machined
cast-iron components and precision carbon steel
blades, locke mowers have been proven season after
season. Powered by durable cast-iron engines, locke
mowers are built to last more than 20 years. So make
your next cut with a locke ... Choose from the Locke
Single, when maneuverability is crucial on smaller
grounds; the Locke Triplex, setting the standard for
commercial mower performance, quality and durability
for over fifty years; or. a riding mower. the Locke
Professional, is ideal for the larger sports turf
grounds.

For the name of your nearest authorized dealer.
contact locke today.

THE LOCKE CUT VS. A TYPICAL MOWER CUT
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Locke Mowers, Inc.
2133 Mountain Industrial Blvd.,Tucker, GA 30084

(404) 939-1505 FAX (404) 491-6815
Ask for our Sports Turf SpecialistProfessional Quality Reel Mowen

Since 1928 Dealer InqUiries Invltecl.
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channels are occupied, the radio automat-
ically calls the user back when channels
become available.

If the user response is delayed, it will
receive system priority and be placed at the
top of the queue if all channels are busy.
When the user is in a fringe area or dead
spot, the radio will automatically be
assigned to the correct channel when it re-
enters the system.
I

Four dual-mode MTX-810 models are
available. Each features a 20-channel
trunked system capability and conventional
repeater/talkaround operation for Special-
ized Mobile Radio (SMR) systems. Tele-
phone interconnect is also available when
offered on an SMR system.

Standard features include time-out-timer,
volume set button, audible status tones,
and low battery alert. The MTX-810 is also
compatible with the basic version of the
Motorola Radio Vehicular Adapter (MVA) for
easy operation while it is being charged in
the vehicle.

An unlimited call-alert paging feature
allows the user to selectively call or page
another individual in the radio system. The
capability turns the radio into a talk-back
pager and optimizes spectrum efficiency by
permitting the user to only call the desired
person.

The units are also available in two
conventional-only models. As many as 18
conventional channel locations can be
accessed, allowing the user to organize var-
ious individuals, departments, or agencies.
Keypad models allow OTMF tone genera-
tion for signaling or telephone interconnect.

MOTOROLA, INC
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MOWER TRAILER

Designed for easy transportation of
greensmowers, the Mower-Mate trailer has
a fast-mounting, custom-made hitch and
can be towed by a utility vehicle. Loading
and unloading can be performed quickly,
without lifting the mower.

The trailer suspends the mower, protect-
ing the drive drum, verticutter, reel, and
bedknife. Service to the mower, as well as
reel adjustment and washing, can be per-
formed while the unit is on the trailer.

With its two-inch tubular steel frame and
electrostatically applied paint finish, the
trailer is designed for long life under daily
use. Stainless steel is used on all clamp
mounting hardware. Precision-sealed ball
bearings are mounted in the unit's nylon
wheels, and it rides on pneumatic tires.
BELL TURF EQUIPMENT MFG
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WALK-BEHIND AERATOR
The Pedestrian, a flexible walk-behind

aerator, incorporates deep-tine soil shatter-
ing into a compact, easy-to-use machine. It
operates with either solid or hollow coring
tines.

Solid tines for the unit are six inches
long, 1/2 inch in diameter, and penetrate the
soil at two-inch spacings. Hollow tines are
5112 inches long, 1/2 inch in diameter, and
enter the soil at two-inch spacings.

Powered by a seven-hp Kubota Power
Unit, the unit operates at .8 mph. Its 24-inch

. working width allows it to be used in hard-
to-reach areas. Additional applications
include golf course greens, tennis courts,
parks, and playgrounds.
VERT/-DRAIN
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GETTHE
POWEllr
TO DO IT flIGHT

GOLF COURSES,
DRIVING RANGES AND
BASEBALL FIELDS

OUR NETS MEET YOUR SPECSl
It takes a team effOrt to get a big pro-
ject done right. At west Coast Netting
our POWERTEAM makes things hap·
pen fOr you. With 35 years experience
making net products we know how to ~
design and build nets fOr every useand 8
location. Our POWERTEAMcan even do i
your complete turn key installation §s

fJ anywhere in North 0
bAmerica. oet the power c8to do it right, ~
«

Join the POWERTEAM. ~
WEST COAST NETTING PO Box 728, Rancho Cucamonga, n4/987-4708 (800) 854-5741 (outsideCA)FAX #n4-944-7396
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PERENNIAL RYEGRASS
SR 4000 is an attractive, leafy, persistent

perennial ryegrass with a bright, dark-green
color.

In addition to its resistance to many com-
mon turf diseases, SR 4000 has high levels
of viable endophyte. This ensures
endophyte-enhanced performance, which
includes resistance to many common turf-
grass insects and nematodes, improved
drought and heat tolerance, better fall
recovery, and reduced weed invasion.
SEED RESEARCH OF OREGON, INC.
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PORTABLE HOPPER

Sand Tote is a portable hopper that can
haul up to five tons of sand and/or fertilizer.
It can be used by golf courses to disperse
sand evenly into sand traps or to fill top-
dressing machines.

Sand placement is controlled by a mov-
able spout that is suspended over the sand
trap. Minor raking is required following the
placement of new sand. Sand can be
loaded into the hopper using a front-end
loader or a Sand Miser, which is a sand
storage and loading unit.
STAR CITY FABRICATION
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WATER REMOVAL MACHINE
To prevent rainouts, the Infield Sopper

water-removal machine can quickly pick up
water from all types of clay and dirt infields.
The unit's simple yet innovative system uti-
lizes highly absorbent sponges to soak up
water after sudden showers or extended
wet weather.

Each sponge can absorb up to 2112 gal-
lons of water. Filter material attached to the
bottom of the sponges keeps out dirt and
mud.
50 Golf & Sports TURF
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The sponges are placed directly into the
deepest part of the puddle, tapped lightly
with a garden rake to soak up water, and
then run directly through the ringer unit.
The ringer discharges the water directly into
a pail, or a hose can be used to carry the
water off the field.
KURANDA USA
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WEATHER STATION

Weather Pro is a compact, accurate, and
easy-to-use computer weather station.

The unit contains a powerful microchip. It
can provide precise reading of wind speed,
high wind gust, wind direction, temperature,
wind chill, high and low temperature, daily
and accumulated rainfall, and clock. Addi-
tional features include scanning of selected
functions, instant metric conversion, and
battery or AC operation.
SPECTRUM TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
Circle 153 on Postage Free Card

SPRAY PATTERN
INDICATOR

Turf Mark WSP is a dry flowable spray
pattern indicator formulation packaged in
water-soluble packets. Each pre-measured
packet can treat 100 gallons of spray
mixture.

Both the pack and WSP colorant dissolve
quickly and completely in tank-mixed solu-
tions of pesticides and fertilizers, creating a
highly visible blue color. This color shows
applicators where solutions have been
applied, helping to prevent skips and over-
laps, and to help pinpoint and minimize
drift. The product will not affect chemical
efficacy.
BECKER-UNDERWOOD, INC.
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LOW-PRESSURE ROTORS

Rain Bird has added the 47DL and 51DL
to its line of golf valve-in-head electric
rotors. These new low-pressure units are
designed to provide substantial energy sav-
ings by operating at a low-pressure setting
of 60 psi.

The rotors provide a unique diaphragm
valve-in-head feature that permits the
independent operation of rotors throughout
the golf course and ensures individual head
control for precise watering of greens, tees,
and other specialized areas. In addition, the
rotors feature an adjustable pressure regu-
lator, an energy-efficient "straight through"
impact rotor drive, a self-flushing valve seat,
and a long-lasting, high-strength plastic
case.
RAIN BIRO SALES, INC.
Circle 155 on Postage Free Card
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Model CB3000 rides on eight-inch rubber
tire wheels and Model CB4000 rides on ten-
inch pneumatic wheels.
TRUE TEMPER HARDWARE
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CREEPING RED FESCUE SPREADERS
Jasper Creeping Red fescue is a strong

spreading fescue variety with dark green
color. It can withstand stress associated
with summer heat and humidity, and will
provide excellent adaptation to shaded turf
area, or areas where relatively low main-
tenance conditions exist.

This fescue variety is the result of a col-
laborative research effort involving Dr. C.
Reed Funk of Rutgers University in New
Brunswick, NJ, Dr. Jerry Pepin, director of
research at Pickseed West, Inc., in Tangent,
OR, and Karl Fiander, manager, and Roger
Bryant, technician, of Pickseed in
Edmonton.

Jasper was selected from superior turf
plots at Rutgers. These plots had been
maintained under the stress of hot, humid
New Jersey summers for a number of
years.
PICK SEED
Circle 156 on Postage Free Card

Cyclone Push Broadcast Spreaders,
Models CB3000 and CB4000 combine
state-of-the-art design with durability and
ease of use. The units feature a rain cover
to protect material on misty or rainy days. To
ensure consistent material flow, a hopper
screen breaks up clumps of material.

The spreaders are factory-calibrated for
precise material settings. On/off control is
conveniently mounted on the handle, and
dual ground props provide additional sta-
bility.

The hopper, rate gate, and guide on both
units are made of durable, corrosion-
resistant polypropylene. The hopper is
injection-molded, which allows all openings
to be accurately formed at the same time to
precise measurements. Addltional material
is molded into stress areas for added
strength. To prevent clogging and increase
spreader life, the enclosed gears are made
of nylon.

GRASS AND DEBRIS
CATCHER

Leaves and debris left from the long
winter months can be vacuumed in one
pass with the Bac-Vac Hi-Lift grass catcher.
It can be mounted on any of five Hustler
out-front rotary mowers. The unit hydrau-
lically raises 4112 feet to dump into a pickup
bed while the operator remains seated.
Because it is mounted behind the driver,
mower maneuverability is not com-
promised. Its 15-bushel hopper capacity
reduces the number of unloading stops. An
eight-bushel Bac-Vac is also available.
EXCEL INDUSTRIES, INC
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Uowtomake
your career grow.
Join PGMS.GROUNDSMANAGER:The Society treats your career
with loving care with. the Annual Conference and Trade Show
• the monthly newsletter. peer review to earn you the title of
Certified Grounds Manager • surveys on practices • $S,CXXJ.OO
accident and dismemberment insurance • awards for achieve'
ment • workshops • discounts on rental cars and publications
• Estimating guide. Management Guidelines. Forms and Job
Descriptions. Join today. Your
career will take root and
grow.

The pros say we dress
better than the copycats.
The Bannerman TURF-TOPPER has been the world's lead-
ing topdresser for large turf areas for the past 5 years. TURF-
TOPPER is the original. The other fellows sell one which
resembles it, but the pros say "Ours is best". Perhaps we
can arrange a demonstration
for you through our nearest
distributor (U.S.A. or Canada).
Ask for complete details.

Clip and mail to PROFESSIONAL GROUNDS MANAGEMENT
SOCIETY, 12 Galloway Avenue. Suite IE. Cockeysville. MD
21030 or phone (301) 667-1833

:TO: PROFESSIONAL
I GROUNDSMANAGEMENT
• SOCIETY

12 Galloway Avenue
Suite IE. Cockeysville, MD 21030

YES!I want to give my career a professional edge. Please send more in-
formation on what PGMScan do for me.
Name _

Company _

Street _

City & State Zip
Area Code and Telephone Number _~-----------------------------------~

Gordon Bannerman Ltd • 41 Kelfield Street. Rexdale, Ontario M9W 5A3
Telephone 416-247-7875
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From Bucket
Loader to

Versatile Fork Lift
in less Than
5 Minutes!

C.C. Bucket Forks can change a bucket-
loader into a multi-purpose lifting
vehicle. No drilling, welding or bolting.

Easy-on, easy-off installation
-in less than 5 minutes.

Made in the U.S.A. Canadian Patent No. 1,103,622
U.S. Patent No. 4,242,035

A NEW CONCEPT IN MATERIAL HANDLING!

CHECK THESE SPECIAL FEATURES!
• Easy storage- tines are separate and flat
• Transports easily - no awkward angles
• Easyto handle-each fork weighs only

50 pounds
• Universal-fits most popular brands of

loader buckets
• Easy-on, easy-off installation - in less

than 5 minutes!
• Ideal for farm use or at construction

sites
• Handles most materials-load capacity

is 3,000 pounds
• Full money back guarantee!

$399.00
(delivered anywhere in U.S.)

Send you r check
or money order to:cc__® --.

®CC Bucket Forks, Inc.
"'. P.O. Box 3796, Orange, CA 92665

In Calif. call collect: Toll-free, except in Calif.

1-714-637 -4645 1-800-854-3532

CA RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX

Copyright 1981 C.C. BucketiForks, Inc.
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EDGING BLADE

Available in four sizes, the DonuTTrimmer
Edging Blade is a U-shaped blade that
attaches to most commercial trimmers.

When used with a special safety deflec-
tion guard, it can quickly cut around sprin-
kler heads, yardage markers, and valve
boxes. It can also be used to edge bunkers,
cart paths, railroad ties, and storm drains.
GREENSTATE INTERNATIONAL
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ROOT BARRIER AND
DEFLECTOR

Two aftercare products designed to pro-
tect hardscapes have been added to the
arbor care product line of v.1.T. Products,
Inc.

Root Deflector is a cylindrical training
device for tree roots that forces them to
grow downward, preventing root girdling
and other harmful rootbound conditions. It
accommodates tree root expansion with
"tear away" flares that spread as the roots
grow.

Root Barrier is a special underground
edging system that allows trees to be
planted close to curbs, sidewalks, and other
hardscape. It has been used extensively by
municipalities in median strips and other
heavy pedestrian areas.
Y.I.T. PRODUCTS, INC.
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GRASS PAVING SYSTEM
Manufactured of rubber from recycled

tires, the Safety Deck System is a durable
grass paving system. Its interlocking tiles
allow grass to grow through and cover the

grid. The system can be placed directly on
the ground and does not require digging,
trenching, or subgrading.

The product also offers excellent aeration
and drainage. With a tile surface area of 73-
percent material and 27-percent holes, the
system helps save water by supplying. the
grass root system with shaded protection.

MAT FACTORY, INC
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DIESEL RIDING MOWER
Ransomes calls it "the ultimate grass-

cutting machine for the big mowing job."
The Motor 350D offers fast, efficient mow-
ing, is easy to operate, and saves on run-
ning costs.

An 11-foot, six-inch cutting width and
powerful 38-hp Kubota diesel engine ena-
ble it to mow 7.9 acres an hour at 7.5 mph.

The 3500 features all-hydraulic power:
to the front wheels and to the cutting units.
The hydrostatic transmission, with its
infinitely variable forward and reverse
speeds, is controlled by a single foot pedal,
and features automatic return to neutral.

Controls to raise, lower, engage and
reverse cutting units are within easy reach
of the fully adjustable driving seat. Cutting
units can be operated singly or in combi-
nation. Power to each reel is automatically
cut off when it is raised out of work.

This mower is available with either six-
knife Magna fixed-head cutting units or eight-
knife Sportcutter floating-head units.
Designed primarily for longer grass up to
ten inches, the fixed-head units pivot laterally
for shallow undulations and feature excel-
lent grass discharge, even in wet conditions.

For fine turf, such as fairways, the floating-
head units provide a superb finish. Pivot-
ing fore and aft as well as laterally, they
maintain a uniform cutting height and help
avoid scalping, even on severe undulations.
RANSOMES, INC.
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